HüPfad
9 Stations

❶ Grill area
with wood logs.

❷ Entrance gate
You enter the silence of
the forest, leaving every
day hectic far behind you.

The HüPfad trail is a forest experience park carefully integrated into the forest landscape under the motto ‘Integration
instead of intervention’. At nine stations, you can explore,
experience and enjoy the forest and nature.

❸ Observation deck
Pure inspiration.
❹ Roofed grill area
with wood logs.

❺ Tree house
Look at the earth like a
bird and become part of
the forest.
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❻ Forest sofa
Leaves tell stories, birds
sing and the light dances.
❼ Bench
Enjoy the view.

❽ Spider web
Experience and handle
forest hazards. Please do
not touch, that also applies
to plants and animals.
❾ Balance trail
Experience your own
limits, find your balance.

Please note: Many animals
(hare, deer, birds, etc.) live in
the Chnodenwald forest.
To protect animals and
nature, we ask you:
> To respect nature.
> Not to leave the HüPfad trail.
> Not to pull out any
plants and not to
leave any plants or
animals in the forest.
> Take your waste with
you.

Verein Hü+

Founded in 2014, Verein Hü+ is responsible for the
maintenance of Hünenberg’s thematic trail and HüPfad.
If Hünenberg is also near and dear to you, feel free to
become a member. As a Hü+ member, you can assist,
take part and co-create. You are regularly invited to
various events so that you can learn Hünenberg and its
inhabitants better.
The annual fee costs CHF 20.00 for
individuals/families and CHF 50.00 for
companies.
Sign up under info@hueplus.ch

Hünenberg’s Thematic Trail
& HüPfad
On the occasion of the 600th anniversary in 2014, three of Hünenberg’s organisations (Korporation, Civil Community and Municipality) and sponsors created the
thematic trail and the HüPfad on the highest point of Hünenberg.
Hünenberg’s Thematic Trail
The thematic trail leads across Hünenberg in a horizontal eight: from the village square through the Chnodenwald
forest to the lake and back (eastern
route) or past the castle ruins to the
River Reuss, by the customhouse and
across the Wart junction back to the
village centre (western route), passing
playgrounds, grill areas, restaurants
and especially rewarding viewpoints.
At 27 trail stations, you can
find descriptions in German
covering major topics from
Hünenberg’s history, business, agriculture, life and
architecture so that your
pleasurable stroll with your
whole family could potentially
turn into an informative jaunt.
On each information board,
you can find a QR-Code,
which will refer you to up-todate information
on our website
www.hueplus.ch
(German only).

The thematic trail is only marked in one
direction. You can walk it on foot or
partially pushing a buggy/riding on
a kick scooter.
In the Chnodenwald forest, on Hünenberg’s highest point, you will find the
HüPfad forest playground experience,
which will appeal to all your senses.

Hünenberg’s Thematic Trail West
The Stations

Hünenberg’s Thematic Trail East
The Stations

Western route walk time: approx. 2 1/2 hours (9.5 km)

16 Burgwald

► Castle ruins
► Name & coat of arms
► Forest educational trail

1

Dorfplatz

2

Waldfriedhof

► Community center		
► Twin municipalities:
		 Marly, Fribourg, and
		 Banska Stiavnica,
		Slovakia

17 Giessen

► Oldest house
► Giessen pump station
► Sewerage

18 Drälikon

► River Reuss
► Berries and vegetables
► Fishes
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19 Beugerank

►
►
►
►
		

Beugerank name
Flood
Causeway
LEK Reuss landscape
development concept

► Forest
► Hünenberg Forest
		Corporation
► Hunter’s shooting range
► Brickworks museum

24 St. Wolfgang

► Battle of Totenhalde
► Zug town exclave

Verein Hü+

► St. Wolfgang church
► Rössli restaurant

25 Wart
►
►
►
►
►

Lindenplatz
Corporation Hünenberg
Wart restaurant
Wartstein restaurant
Wartrain house

The topics

►
►
►
►
►

History
Nature, agriculture, flora
Fauna, hunting
Waters
Church

► Shooting range
► Hüenberger Chilbi fair

► Forest
► Water reservoir
► Radio- and transmitter
		tower
► HüPfad

6 		Huobrain

► First mayor
► Kemberg house

		Huobhalde
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► Postal code 6333
► School for Cham and
		Hünenberg
► Photovoltaics
► FutureLife house

8

		Zythus

► Zythus and Chämleten

9
		Riedbach

► Lake dwellers
► Landscape of national
		importance
► Lake water level

Badi Hünenberg
10		
► Bare foot path
► Sports centre

11
		Dersbach

► Public transport		
► Holzhäusern golf course

12
		Eastern
Langrüti

►
►
		
►
		
►

Langrüti alms house
Lustenberger & Dürst AG
cheese factory
EGH Oberhünenberg
electric cooperative
The first electricity

		Western
Langrüti
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26 Riedhalde
► Power supply

27 Weinreben

► Weinreben chapel
► Chäppeli-Wy vine
► Chapel cooperative

► Architecture
► Traffic
► Industry, commerce
► Energy
► Miscellaneous

		Langholz
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23 Rainmatt

5
		Chodenwald

► George Ham Page
► Anglo-Swiss Condensed
		 Milk Company

21 Zoll-Ischlag

► Alemannic traces
► Nature reserve

Protestant church
Road maintenance depot
Fire brigade
Carival fountain

► Orchard
► Anti-hail cannon
► Lichter weg

► Reuss bridge
► «Brogge-Märt» market

22 Marlachen

►
►
►
►

Zentrumstrasse

4 Hubel

20 Zollhaus

► Ischlag name
► Internment camp
► Forest, bactrospora oak
		lichen

► Heilig Geist church
► Forest cemetery
► Woodchip trail

Eastern route walk time: approx. 2 hours (7.7 km)

► «Jungfernbrünneli»
		fountain
► Langholzweiher pond
► Ammunition depot
► Oil and gas drills

		Ehret
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►		Autobahn A4 highway
► Cham-Hünenberg
		 (UCH) bypass
► Bösch business park
► ZUGWEST Economic
		 Region Association

Playgrounds
Chnodenwald (HüPfad),
Riedbach, Burg

www.hueplus.ch

